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Newsletter 

On Wednesday, April 10th, we held a special 

celebration in the Mansion House to cele-

brate our journey from refugee support as 

Refugee Trust International to our commit-

ment to climate action as the Vita you know 

today. 

It was an evening of singing, dancing, bread-

breaking and plan making, as we looked for-

ward to a more hopeful future with our staff, 

friends, supporters, and distinguished 

guests. 

We were joined in our celebrations by both 

the Eritrean and Ethiopian Ambassadors to 

Ireland. Both spoke warmly and hopefully 

about a new era of peace for East Africa. 

Vita CEO, John Weakliam, with Eritrean Ambassador Estifanos 

Habtemariam and Ethiopian Ambassador Eshetu Dessie 

Vita celebrated 30 years of support from Irish people   

Getting us into the celebratory mood was 

the fabulous Discovery Gospel Choir—the 

perfect start to the evening! 

Our wonderful country directors in Ethiopia and Eritrea, Ato 

Asfaw and Ato Iyassu, meeting embassy officials. 

Big Birthday means New Website! 

The evening was made extra special by the launch of 

our new and exciting website! 

We thought, at the mature age of 30, it was time for a 

modern look to best showcase all of the wonderful 

people who work for and with us. 

We hope with this improved platform, we can keep 

you up to date with our latest news and life-changing 

programmes as we fight against hunger and climate 

change to bring a fairer and sustainable future to Afri-

ca. 

So, what are you waiting for? Check out www.vita.ie  

to hear about our programmes in Ethiopia and Eritrea 

There was no shortage of style as our 

Eritrean guests brought vibrant colour 

to the celebrations! 

No fires burning on our dancefloor! Jus-

tin Burns, from Dublin Fire Brigade kept 

us cool with Vita Chair, Dermot Byrne. 
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This year marked the 49th celebration of Earth 

Day. The theme of this year’s campaign was 

‘protect our species’.  Around the world, activists, 

celebrities, politicians, and global citizens came 

together to share the importance of protecting our 

planet and the species that inhabit it.  Here’s just 

some of the photos shared, reminding us of how 

precious this world is and why we must fight to 

preserve it! 

Tayto Park Go Carbon Neutral with Vita Carbon Credits! 

We are delighted to announce that Tayto Park— our favourite of all amusement 

parks — is the latest company to offset their carbon footprint with Vita as part of 

our unique and world-leading Green Impact Fund!  

As huge fans of all things potato-related, we are delighted to have a master of 

crisps join our climate action mission!  

Carbon offsetting with Vita means Tayto Park is supporting programmes that 

provide communities in East Africa with improved potato seed varieties and 

leading research to adapt to changing environmental conditions. This ensures 

farmers and communities can protect their families and livelihoods against cli-

mate change and safeguard a better future. 

Here’s to a wild and sustainable ride with Tayto Park! 

Speaking of spuds… 

We want to say a big thank you to Coun-

try Crest, one of our fabulous partners, 

for sharing their expertise, dedication, 

and passion with us! Their support is 

invaluable to our work in research-led 

agriculture. 

We recently got to visit Country Crest HQ 

where we shared tips, tricks, and a few 

laughs! Collaboration is at the core of sustainability which is why we are thrilled to 

have Country Crest supporting our climate adaptation programmes. 

Tsehayu and Sultan from our Ethiopian 

office with Tony Doyle at Country Crest HQ  

Our Programme Director, John Gilli-

land, and Ian from Keogh’s share a 

few laughs at our 30th birthday par-

ty! 

Earth Day 2019 — Photos from around the world! 

Keeping it Country Crest 

We love this climate change translator from the BBC—it makes the 

language of climate change so much more accessible!  

https://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-48057733 
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The need to unite social inequality with climate action has never 

been greater. Equality, lasting peace, and sustainability are inte-

gral in building a hopeful future for our planet and its people. This 

has been recognised by the Irish government with their recent 

launch of ‘A Better World’ - a whole of government policy for inter-

national development. 

This policy, which charts Ireland’s commitment to protecting and 

improving a global future, aims to meet the Sustainable Develop-

ment Goals as set out by the UN by 2030. It also consolidates the 

Government’s commitment to the UN target of allocating 0.7% of 

Gross National Income to development assistance by 2030. 

‘A Better World’ will focus on delivering policies to create lasting equality, sustainability, and peace. The primary aim 

will be to reach the furthest behind first through prioritising gender equality, reducing humanitarian need, climate ac-

tion, and strengthening governance. 

 

 

Making ‘A Better World’  

Will changing the language around climate 

action change the conversation?  

George Monbiot, the well-known political and environmen-

tal activist, writer, and columnist , has called for using less 

neutral and less scientific language when talking about 

climate change.  

His decision to invoke 

simple language around 

climate issues follows 

on from the straight 

talking climate hero, 

Greta Thunberg, who 

has galvanised millions 

of students in her 

‘School Strike for Climate’ protests. 

Some of Monbiot’s phrases include: 

The living planet instead of the environment 

Climate breakdown instead of climate change 

Wildlife instead of biodiversity 

Living systems instead of natural resources. 

Do you think a change in language is needed to create real 

solutions to climate issues? Can Monbiot’s suggestions 

make the need for immediate action more urgent? As Greta 

continues to command the attention of world leaders, we 

think so! 

Greta Thunberg, protesting 

Competition Time!  

Sick of being bamboozled by strange words like 

‘carbon emissions’, ‘freemarket thinktank’, 

‘climate mitigation’? We know we are! Change 

the conversation and change the world! 

Following in the foot-

steps of George Monbi-

ot and Greta Thunberg, 

we want to get rid of the  

climate change mumbo 

jumbo and start having 

REAL conversations 

about REAL issues us-

ing REAL words. 

So we want to hear from YOU! All you have to do is pick your 

least favourite climate change cliché term and replace it with 

a healthy dose of some simple, plain talkin’, straight shootin’ 

truth à la Greta!  

Unleash your wrath and do some good at the same time! The 

winning entry will receive a beautiful handwoven scarf from 

our weaving project in Dorze, Ethiopia, although the satisfac-

tion of a good old environmental rant is an added bonus! 

Send your ideas to communications@vita.ie or contact us on 

Twitter, Instagram or Facebook. The winner will be announced 

at the end of the month so get creative, get inspired, and get 

active to change the conversation around climate change! 

below is one of our fav examples! 
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Contact Us 

00 353 (1) 873 4303 

Vita 

16-17 Upper Ormond 

Quay, Dublin 7 

Ireland, DO7H7DE 

info@vita.ie  www.vita.ie 

 

   @VitaIreland 

      VitaIreland 

      Vita Ireland 

 

Cyclones Idai & Fani devastate communities in 

Africa & India 

San Francisco bans sale of 

plastic bottles! 

San Francisco has become the 

first city to prohibit the sale of 

plastic bottles!  

The new regulations, which ex-

pand on San Francisco’s first 

plastic bottle ban, prohibits the 

sale of bottles at events held on 

city-owned property in San Fran-

cisco. It also  prevents govern-

ment agencies from purchasing 

bottled water. 

Every minute, a million plastic 

bottles are purchased globally 

with only a quarter of these bot-

tles being recycled in the US.  

It takes plastic waste nearly 500 

years to biodegrade, making 

plastic  pollution one of the big-

gest threats facing our planet 

and its wildlife. 

This exciting step forward will 

hopefully encourage other cities 

to take bigger steps in fighting 

against climate change. 

Cyclone Idai, which first hit Mozambique, Zimbabwe and Malawi on March 4th, 

2019, and lasted several weeks, continues to have a devastating impact on com-

munities and families. The lasting ramifications of this latest disaster are being 

harshly felt as crop production dwindles and food 

supplies continue to shorten.  

Hitting just before harvest time, Idai destroyed 

crops at a time when communities were poised to 

see the first harvest in years that was on track to 

meet food security targets for the rest of the year. 

That hope was washed away in the floods, as peo-

ple are now left without crops, money, or food to 

survive. In a double whammy, Mozambique has 

just been hit again by Cyclone Kenneth, further 

undermining any emergency relief that was being directed at devastated communi-

ties and early attempts to rebuild infrastructure.  The true extent of the damage will 

only become apparent during harvest time, when food prices will soar due to scarci-

ty and many will starve.  

Meanwhile, Cyclone Fani, the strongest storm 

to hit the sub continent in 20 years, has 

made landfall in Odisha. This has forced 1.1 

million people from their homes in search of 

safety and is currently working its way north 

towards the massive city of Kolkata, with 5 

million inhabitants and then onwards to 

Bangladesh, already  one of the most vulner-

able populations on earth.  

Experts have shown that worsening environmental conditions due to global warming are 

largely responsible for the extreme force of Cyclones Idai and Kenneth over the past two 

months. 

Rising sea tempera-

tures are one factor 

causing these and 

future cyclones to 

become more pow-

erful and more fre-

quent as the world's 

oceans continue 

heating up 2.5 times 

faster than our land 

surface. 

Now, more than ever 

before, we must find 

climate solutions to 

slow down the rate of climate damage as well as provide vulnerable communities with the 

training, support and infrastructure to prepare for, and withstand, these extreme disasters. It 

is clear these cyclones are a global responsibility and we must come together to find a global 

solution.  

Kenneth and Idai are the latest disasters to demonstrate the need for real climate 

solutions 


